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xtava Ionic Blow Dryer Voluminous Toolkit with Hair Diffuser -
Professional Quality Ceramic Hair Dryer with Nozzle...  xtava
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$47.99 $40.99 $46.99

Price: $40.99 & FREE Shipping. Details

 

10% off item with purchase o…  2 Applicable Promotion(s) 

In Stock. Sold by xtava and Fulfilled by Amazon. Gift-wrap
available.

30-day returns in most cases 

3 Sizes: Hair Dryer & Diffuser

Want it TODAY, Feb. 5? Order within 2 hrs 10 mins and choose
Same-Day Delivery at checkout. Details

Extra 10% Off Coupon Details

Dryer & Flat Iron Hair Dryer &
Diffuser

Hair Dryer,
Diffuser & Brush

Ship to: atlanta, 30301 
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Frequently bought together

Total price: $57.54
Add both to Cart

Add both to List

This item:xtava Ionic Blow Dryer Voluminous Toolkit with Hair Diffuser - Professional Quality
Ceramic Hair…  $40.99

SUPRENT Nano Thermal Ceramic & Ionic Round Barrel Hair Brush with Boar Bristle (2 inch)
$16.55

Customers who bought this item also
bought

About the product
PROFESSIONAL HAIR DRYER WITH DIFFUSER - The xtava Voluminous Toolkit features our
Double Shine Professional 1800 Watt Double Shine ionic blow dryer with hair diffuser for curly
hair and nozzle attachment

SAVE ON DRYING TIME - Equipped with a powerful and durable AC motor, this hair dryer
delivers salon level airflow to dry hair quickly. Dual ion settings quickly dissipate water
molecules and reduce frizz, so you can cut your morning routine by up to 80%

2 HEAT SETTINGS AND 3 SPEED SETTINGS - Only getting cold air? Make sure to toggle the
cool shot button to activate heat, and adjust the speed and heat switches to your preferredMore  

Share     

Turn on 1-click ordering

Add a Protection Plan:

Yes, I want FREE Two-Day Shipping with Amazon Prime

3-Year Protection Plan for $6.06
2-Year Protection for $2.34

Qty: 1

Add to List

2 new from $40.99Other Sellers on Amazon

$45.99 & FREE Shipping on eligible orders. Details
Sold by: 3GNY

Add to Cart

Love is in the air
Valentine's Day Gift Shop Shop now

Add to Cart

Convert webpages to pdf online with PDFmyURL
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Special offers and product promotions
Size: Hair Dryer & Diffuser

Save 10% on Hair Clips when you purchase 1 or more Qualifying items offered by xtava. Here's how (restrictions apply)

Save 10% on Xtava Heat Protectant Spray when you purchase 1 or more Qualifying items offered by xtava. Here's how (restrictions apply)

xtava Thermal Heat
Protectant Spray for Hair 8
Fl.Oz - Shields Hair from
Blow Dry, Curl and Flat…

 101
$13.99 

Customers who viewed this item also viewed

hair dryer-1
 633

$43.98 
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Clip this coupon to save 10% on this product when you buy from Amazon.com. Here's how (restrictions apply)

Have a question?
Find answers in product info, Q&As, reviews

From the manufacturer

Ionic Hair Dryer with Hair Dryer Diffuser

Convert webpages to pdf online with PDFmyURL
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Your Perfect Style, Only One Button Away

Your Xtava Double Shine Ionic Blow Dryer comes with a one-of-a-kind secret button to help give you a style boost. Pushing the “P” button on your hair dryer will activate
the “Perfect Hair” setting. The Perfect Hair setting delivers a medium heat with turbo-speed airflow and ions to maximize drying and shine, while minimizing frizz and
heat damage. It’s the perfect setting for daily styling or when you’re short on time. When the Perfect Hair setting is activated, all other heat and airflow settings will be
disabled, so when you’re ready to customize your settings again, be sure to slide the “P” button again to deactivate it.
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What Are Ions Anyway?

Ions are chemical charges that are positive or negative; think of a battery with positive and negative ends. The
water in your hair has a positive charge and the Xtava Double Shine Ionic hair dryer emits negative ions. The
negative ions from the hair dryer propel the positive ions in your wet hair to divide into smaller
particles that then can be dried faster. With dual ion capabilities, you get double the power.

Xtava’s Double Shine Ionic Blow Dryers has two ion settings, so you can customize your ion flow to deliver the
look you want. Use the “0” setting for a lower ion flow to deliver more texture and volume or bump up to the “1”
setting for more ion power to achieve a sleek and silky blowout.

Customize Your Heat

You might know how to customize the heat when you curl or straighten your hair, but did you know that you
should change the heat on your blow dryer as well? It’s important to only use the high heat setting if your hair
is soaking wet and/or very thick and coarse. If your hair is damp, thin, or fine, stick with a low heat setting.
Harsh heat on damp hair won’t get the job done and will add unnecessary damage to your hair. And don’t
forget, Xtava makes choosing your perfect heat easy--just hit that “P” to activate the Perfect Hair Switch.

1 - Low heat setting for thin, fragile, or damaged hair.
2 - Medium heat setting for medium-thickness or wavy hair
3 - High heat setting for thick or natural hair
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Cool Shot Callout

Heat isn’t the only styling tool at your disposal--
Xtava’s Double Shine Ionic Hair Dryer also features a
Cool Shot button that delivers a blast of cold air when
activated. A shot of cool air will set your hairstyle,
maximize shine, and reduce frizz. Use at the end of
styling to set your look—just don’t forget to unlock
it back to regular air when you’re done.

Don't Forget Your Hair Diffuser

With all the features your Xtava Double Shine Ionic
Blow Dryer comes with, you might overlook one
important feature: the included Hair Dryer diffuser.
The diffuser is perfectly matched to fit and perfectly
designed to give your curls the boost they need to
look their best. Use the diffuser when you want to
enhance your hair’s natural curls and the
concentrator nozzle for a smooth, voluminous
blowout. *Our Black Orchid Diffuser does not fit
these hair dryers.

Protect Your Hair From Heat Damage

Be sure to protect your hair against heat damage
with Xtava's Heat Protectant Spray every time you
style. Not only does our heat protectant coat your
hair with a lightweight layer of protection, but it also
repairs hair from the inside-out with broccoli
seed and Brazilian pequi oils to replenish
moisture, restore shine, and infuse essential
nutrients.
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See questions and answers

Product details
Size: Hair Dryer & Diffuser

Product Dimensions: 8.7 x 3.5 x 3.4 inches ; 1.65 pounds

Shipping Weight: 3.6 pounds (View shipping rates and policies)

Domestic Shipping: Item can be shipped within U.S.

International Shipping: This item is not eligible for international shipping. Learn More

ASIN: B01M97PIF9

UPC: 616932227110

Item model number: XTV010014N

Average Customer Review:    682 customer reviews

Amazon Best Sellers Rank: #3,747 in Beauty & Personal Care (See Top 100 in Beauty & Personal Care)
#42 in Beauty & Personal Care > Hair Care > Styling Tools & Appliances > Hair Dryers & Accessories

#945 in Beauty & Personal Care > Tools & Accessories

Product Warranty: For warranty information about this product, please click here

Would you like to tell us about a lower price?

Customer Questions & Answers

Related Video Shorts

eHow

1:12

What are Ceramic Hair
Styling Tools?
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Customer reviews

3.8 out of 5 stars

Read reviews that mention

settings  heat  dry  air  brush  drying  curly

flat  iron  dries  hairdryer  setting  button  dryers

Customer images
   

See all customer images

Most recent customer reviews

I like all the options available on this
dryer
I like all the options available on this dryer. It fits in the
hand nicely, and dries my hair quickly. Good buy.
Published 17 hours ago

682

5 star 59%
4 star 12%
3 star 6%
2 star 6%
1 star 17%

Share your thoughts with other customers

Write a customer review

See all 682 customer reviews
Tona
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Top customer reviews

Beautiful Hair Dryer and Beautiful Hair!
July 19, 2017
Size: Hair Dryer, Diffuser & Brush Verified Purchase

Comment  43 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?  Report abuse

This makes such a great duo and a perfect gift. It looks and performs as a very high-end hair
tool set!
February 2, 2017
Size: Dryer & Flat Iron Verified Purchase

Comment  34 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?  Report abuse

Five Stars
Great blow dryer and good build quality
Published 2 days ago

Best blow dryer ever!
Best blow dryer I've ever had!! I have fine, dry, curly hair
& this blow dryer gives me the best blow out. My hair is
smooth, sleek and looks like.
Published 2 days ago

Three Stars
Heavy dryer. Diffuser I bought did not fit well.
Published 2 days ago

Very sleek. Does the job especially
for the price ...
Very sleek. Does the job especially for the price but I
have curly hair and definitely wish it got a little hotter.
Published 3 days ago

Product frequently defective
Ordered this item twice. The first time it stopped working
after 2 uses. The second shipment was defective and
didn’t even turn on.
Published 3 days ago

Ohio Erin

I love this hair dryer!!!! It is beautiful and I makes my hair beautiful. I have super thick, super curly hair, and it makes
my curls beautiful and shiny. It definitely cuts down on the frizz. This hair dryer has made a huge difference in the
quality of my hair. Now when I am in a hurry and don't have the time to dry my thick hair on low, I can crank it up,
and my hair doesn't suffer like it used to with other hair dryers. It still comes out looking good! I love the perfect hair
setting, and that is what I keep the hair dryer on most of the time. If you are a curly girl, stop thinking about it and
just get this hair dryer!

Yes No

LuvMyFamily

This set is incredible!!! I love the hairdryer! This has all sorts of heat and ion settings! It even has the cool setting
which is great for setting a curl and also for littles who can't handle heat. This thing is so durable. Although it looks
sleek and luxurious, it is totally rugged! My daughter literally manages to drop her dryer every single day. She is a
major clutz. It hasn't cracked or stopped working at all. All of the buttons are intact. The cord is thick and sturdy as
well as long. LOVE! The titanium flat iron is great too! It provides smooth, shiny, straight tresses without burning my
very fine fair. I use the setting of 340 and it is perfect for me! The packaging is gorgeous. This makes such a great
duo and a perfect gift. It looks and performs as a very high-end hair tool set! I am soooo thrilled with xtava! I have
recommended this to all of my friends and also to the amazon community. Enjoy!

Yes No

Michelle Rupanovic

Clarence H.

Angela Mac Donald

Read more

Donna M. Pauley

kaylee

Catarina Sacristan
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this is a great hair dryer
March 8, 2017
Size: Hair Dryer & Diffuser Verified Purchase

Comment  32 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?  Report abuse

Bang for your Buck!
January 7, 2017
Size: Dryer & Flat Iron Verified Purchase

Comment  34 people found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?  Report abuse

� Terrible, confusing hair dryer!!!
January 10, 2018
Size: Hair Dryer & Diffuser Verified Purchase

Comment  One person found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you?  Report abuse

Sister-in-law said it works great and
the packaging was awesome for gifting
It was a gift and was very well received. Sister-in-law
said it works great and the packaging was awesome for
gifting.
Published 6 days ago

Don't like it, but I will use it because I
...
I have to wear ear plugs when I use this.. Don't like it,
but I will use it because I bought it.. Wish i would have
returned it! 
Published 7 days ago

Stopped working
I’ve only had this product since late September and it’s
broken now. Won’t turn on. Nothing. Really thought this
would be a good blow dryer for my job since i work in a
salon.
Published 7 days ago

Loved the dryer until I saw it was
1875 watts ...
Loved the dryer until I saw it was 1875 watts when I
ordered 1800 watt. I guess the box is labeled wrong
Published 7 days ago

Search customer reviews

this is a great hair dryer. I was looking for one to go in my guest bathroom and have had nothing but compliments on
it since. the attachments are easy to attach and aren't too big and bulky, like some others i have had in the past,
making it easy to store in the bathroom vanity drawer. definitely a good find.

Yes No

Paul Reed

This combo is EVERYTHING! When I was searching around I came across this and I couldn't believe how cheap it
was so I had to try. I am so glad I did! They work so much better than my other ones that were really pricy. I will be
looking at other items from this seller!

Yes No

Amazon Customer

I ordered this hair dryer initially as a birthday gift for my mother. It came a day late so I decided to see how well it
performed before giving it to her. I am so glad I did bc there was zero heat blowing & the different buttons are not
labeled to show what functions they control. Seriously disappointed in this dryer. It's very pretty but as the saying
goes "looks are deceiving"!!
After attempting to dry my own hair n being totally let down on its performance I reverted back to old trusty, Infinity
hair dryer n had my hair done in Abt 3mins.
Moral of the story is look elsewhere for a nice hair dryer bc this isn't what you want!! If you're looking for a dryer go w
the Conair Infinity hair dryer it's a great hair dryer & total bang for your buck as well.
Gets the one star only for appearance, zero for performance.

Yes No

Kristen M.

Shanna E

Chrystal

Read more

Jackie
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Great performance, Hot air, Awesome packaging, Nice Features!
March 13, 2017
Size: Hair Dryer & Diffuser Verified Purchase

Comment Was this review helpful to you?  Report abuse

Good Value
February 26, 2017
Size: Hair Dryer & Diffuser Verified Purchase

Comment Was this review helpful to you?  Report abuse

Lot's of options
March 1, 2017
Size: Hair Dryer & Diffuser Verified Purchase

KB

We've had this Hair Dryer for a month and its working great. Great features and settings. If you read reviews about
cold air, they might have accidentally pushed the cool air button without knowing. It took a couple of minutes but we
figured out most of the options.

This hair dryer looks and feels well built. Great packaging!! This hair dryer works better than our previous more
expensive models. The sound is comparable to most hair dryers.

Overall this is a great hair dryer.

Yes No

R. Marshall

I really like this blow dryer, and it's really pretty. The rose gold accent is such a nice touch. I also like the fact that
the back side where the vent is, is metal. The only negative (and I think I would run into this issue with any hair dryer
because my hair is super long) is that occasionally my hair will get sucked into the back where the vent is and pull
(only stray hairs, not large groups). It arrived on time and as pictured. No complaints other than listed above!
Regardless, I'm happy with it and do not regret purchasing it!

Yes No

SweetPea

This is a nice hair dryer. It has a lot of options, so whatever you need, you can get it. It could be confusing, so I just
suggest you read through the manual and figure out what works best for you. You an adapt the flow of the air (weak
to strong) and heat settings, plus there are also some options for the ion switch (makes it shiny). I have 3 daughters,

SearchSearch
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all with different hair so having options is great. And, best of all for my family with natural African American hair, it
has a diffuser attachment to keep the coils in order. One last note, I love the matte finish on the dryer, it makes it
feel classy.
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